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THE SHAPE
OF SILENCE

The world of work is undergoing some fundamental changes. 

As a consequence of the mega trends of digitalisation and 

New Work, the boundaries between work and free time are 

becoming increasingly blurred; linked-up co-working spaces 

are the models for offices of the future. As workplaces evolve, 

the demands placed on contemporary rooms increase: wher- 

ever transparent communication is the order of the day, noise 

levels are also likely to rise sharply.

This is where room acoustics become extremely important.  

SIGEL’s Sound Balance acoustic solutions improve the 

acoustic quality of any room. They create a quiet atmosphere,  

even in areas set aside for team communication, creating 

a balance between collaborative and individual, focussed 

work. Because they add structure to workspaces and blend 

into their surroundings, the SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic 

solutions with their minimalist design are also striking accent 

pieces for any interior. 

Keep reading to discover our complete product range with all 

its possibilities.

See the advantages for yourself: with their contemporary 

aesthetics, SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic solutions are 

ideal for creating harmonious interiors and perfecting 

acoustic quality.  

SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic tower
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PLEASURE 
IN THE 
JOB 
PUTS 
PERFECTION 
IN THE 
WORK.

ARISTOTELES



QUALITY LIES IN THE DETAIL

The high-quality fabric covering in a choice of three colours 

emphasizes the outstanding features of the SIGEL acoustic 

solutions.
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PLEASURE 
IN THE 
JOB 
PUTS 
PERFECTION 
IN THE 
WORK.
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SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic walls



ROOM  
FOR IDEAS
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SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic solutions are extremely effective, high-performance 
products. They come in a timeless design that will enhance any working enviroment. 
With their low-key, understated look they blend effortlessly into a wide variety  
of interiors. All of the elements in this product range are flexible to use, easy to 
mount and genuinely eye-catching – for motivated employees in agile working  
environments.

EFFICIENT

SIGEL Sound Balance is all about performance: our acoustic 

solutions conform to the highest sound absorption classes. They 

are high-performance and extremely effective – for a guaranteed, 

sustainable reduction in reverberation time.

ELEGANT

The Sound Balance products are bound to impress with their 

modern design language and elegant trapezium or diamond 

shapes. With a choice of three muted, stylish colours and a va-

riety of sizes, they blend into nearly all interiors. It goes without 

saying that the separate products can be combined with each 

other, for harmonious, individual interior décor. 

EASY

Users of the SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic solutions will be 

impressed by their uncomplicated mounting system. Their 

user-friendliness starts with the product selection: thanks to the 

online configurator, every user will find the product they need, 

even without previous knowledge or expertise in this field.



SIGEL’s intelligently designed Sound Balance acous-
tic element range produces perfect solutions for all 
open-plan offices. The advantages are numerous and 
varied. The products can be integrated into rooms of 
any shape or size. Simple to mount, they go with all 
kinds of interiors thanks to their high-quality design, 
understated yet timeless. The effortless way to up-
grade a room.

SOUND BALANCE ACOUSTIC WALL ELEMENTS

The wall elements are highly effective sound absorbers that 

make use of empty walls and partitions, as well as the corners 

and edges of a room. These high-quality elements with their ele-

gant trapezium shape in three harmonious colours can also be 

combined to create a large absorption surface if space allows. 

To create a large surface, choose from large acoustic boards 

that are drilled to the wall, the highly effective acoustic edges, 

or the compact acoustic tiles that are simply attached with ad-

hesive strips.

Sound Balance acoustic edges, 
highly effective in the corners of  
a room

Sound Balance acoustic tiles,  
mounted with adhesive strips

Sound Balance acoustic boards,  
for large sound absorption surfaces

ROOM ACOUSTICS  
ON TOP FORM
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Sound Balance acoustic wall

Sound Balance acoustic tower
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SOUND BALANCE ACOUSTIC 

ROOM ELEMENTS

These free-standing elements allow you to 

make the best use of your space. Positioned

 around the workplace, they shield offi ce 

workers from the direct sound of their 

co-workers’ conversations. At the same 

time, the variety of combination options 

for these standing elements allow you to 

structure your rooms, easily and effectively, 

and to separate corridors or meeting areas 

from the rest of the offi ce. All of the room 

elements are simple to assemble and 

position as required, improving the noise 

climate in the room and the productivity 

of the people working there.

SIGEL ACCESSORIES RANGE

Sound Balance does more than just help 

to optimize room acoustics. Thanks to the 

intelligently designed accessories range and 

the fabric surface that doubles as a pin-

board, the products also make a practical 

contribution to collaborative work. When 

SIGEL’s magnetic functional accessories – 

writing panel, fl ipchart hooks and storage 

box – are attached, the Sound Balance 

products also enable a creative exchange of 

ideas: multifunctional and clever. The acces-

sories can be used with the acoustic boards, 

walls and tower (large format).

Sound Balance acoustic curve



* αw is the calculated sound absorption coefficient as determined by standard ISO 11654, where 1 is the maximum rating.

→  Wall elements with a touch of 

elegance

→  High acoustic efficiency, sound 

absorption class B (αw* = 0.80)

→  Three compact formats, ideal for 

covering large surfaces

→  Available in three matching 

colours

→  Incl. four tesa® adhesive strips for 

wall-mounting

→  For mounting on smooth surfaces

KEY FACTS
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SIMPLE  
AESTHETICS
Sometimes you need to place sound absorbers on 
surfaces unsuitable for drilling. No problem: the com-
pact SIGEL acoustic tiles are extremely simple 
to attach to all smooth surfaces. And it goes 
without saying that they are just as effective, 
aesthetically pleasing and impressive as all the 
other SIGEL Sound Balance products.



Create a custom sound absorption surface: our 
acoustic boards are easy to combine, even on very 
high or wide walls. These elegant elements come 
in three sizes and colours, and are simple to mount 
with a clever mounting rail. Acoustic interior design  
has never been easier!
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→  Wall-mounted sound absorbers in a 

modern trapezium design

→  Highest acoustic efficiency, sound 

absorption class A (αw* = 1)

→  Three formats, ideal for larger  

surfaces

→  Available in three matching colours

→  Incl. mounting rail for easy mounting 

and a secure hold

→  Screws onto the wall

→  Use with SIGEL functional  

accessories

KEY FACTS
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A small surface with a striking effect: SIGEL Sound 
Balance acoustic edges efficiently reduce noise 
in acoustically sensitive corners of a room. Moun-
ted horizontally or vertically, this smart addition to 
the classic SIGEL acoustic boards is a real market 
innovation.

ELEGANT AND 
EFFECTIVE

→  Edge absorbers in a modern trapezium 

design

→  Highest acoustic efficiency, sound  

absorption class A (αw* = 1)

→  Up to 80% more sound absorption  

than a flat absorber (in the relevant 

frequency)

→  Available in two lengths and two  

colours

→  Mount horizontally or vertically in the  

corners of the room

→  Incl. mounting rail for easy mounting  

and a secure hold

→  Screws onto the wall

KEY FACTS
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The free-standing acoustic curves from the Sound Balance range 
can be used in any room. Available in two sizes and colours, they are 
easy to combine and flexible to reposition, allowing a variety of par-
tition options. Simple to assemble, they reduce noise in open-plan 
offices, allowing quiet and concentration in large, open-plan rooms.

→  Acoustic curve with an elegant 

trapezium shape

→  High acoustic efficiency, absorption 

class B (αw* = 0.80)

→ Stands securely on a concealed    

    base

→  Two heights for creating an indivi-

dual look

→  Available in two matching colours

→  Flexible combinations for a variable 

partition wall system

→  With an elegant, pre-mounted  

valuminium base

KEY FACTS
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→  Acoustic walls in an elegant  

trapezium look

→  High acoustic efficiency, sound  

absorption class B (αw* = 0.85)

→  Two heights to structure the room  

as required

→  Simple to assemble, they reduce 

noise in open-plan offices

→  Available in two matching colours

→  With an elegant aluminium base for 

easy mounting

→  Can be used with SIGEL functional 

accessories

UPRIGHT AND 
STYLISH
Because they are particularly effective at reducing  
direct sound between two workspaces, SIGEL  
Sound Balance acoustic walls are extremely good  
at decreasing the noise level in a room. Their low-key 
design and high-quality workmanship – right down  
to the anodised aluminium base – make them ideal  
elements for adding structure to any room.

KEY FACTS



With their contemporary design, the high-quality 
SIGEL Sound Balance acoustic towers make a 
bold statement in interiors of all kinds. The absorp-
tion surface all around the product guarantees an 
extremely effective reduction in noise, making the 
towers ideal for open areas and empty corners in all 
offices and conference rooms.
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→  Elegant, free-standing acoustic 

tower 

→  Highest acoustic efficiency, equiva-

lent to sound absorption class A

→  Up to 10% more sound absorption 

than a flat absorber

→  Particularly effective when placed  

in the corners of a room

→  Available in two heights and two 

colours

→  Small format: with a practical  

acrylic shelf

→  Large format: use with SIGEL  

functional accessories

→  With an elegant, pre-mounted  

aluminium base

KEY FACTS



THE PRODUCTS AT A GLANCE

Each individual product is a perfect combination of thermally 

compressed polyester fleece panels in a variety of thicknesses 

and densities:  

Product structure

Outer panels 

rigid, highly compressed 

polyester fibre panels

All-round fabric covering

with ideal acoustic properties in  

3 timeless, appealing coloursInner material: 

soft, extremely permeable 

polyester fibres
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TILES

BOARDS

EDGES

Code Format Colour/Material Content

SB 100 400 × 400 × 42 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 101 400 × 400 × 42 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 102 400 × 400 × 42 mm light blue, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 110 600 × 400 × 42 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 111 600 × 400 × 42 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 112 600 × 400 × 42 mm light blue, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 120 800 × 400 × 42 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 121 800 × 400 × 42 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 122 800 × 400 × 42 mm light blue, fabric surface, polyester fleece 2 pcs.

SB 190 white, cellotape 1 set

Code Format Colour/Material Content

SB 200 800 × 400 × 65 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 201 800 × 400 × 65 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 202 800 × 400 × 65 mm light blue, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 210 1200 × 400 × 65 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 211 1200 × 400 × 65 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 212 1200 × 400 × 65 mm light blue, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 220 1200 × 810 × 65 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 221 1200 × 810 × 65 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 222 1200 × 810 × 65 mm light blue, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

Code Format Colour/Material Content

SB 300 800 × 150 × 150 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 301 800 × 150 × 150 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 310 1200 × 150 × 150 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 311 1200 × 150 × 150 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

Cellotape for Sound Balance acoustic wall tile

* Up to 80% more absorption than flat absorbers.

Sound
absorber

A  D
B  E
C  F

DIN EN 11654

Class

B

Sound
absorber

A  D
B  E
C  F

DIN EN 11654

Class

A

Sound
absorber

A  D
B  E
C  F

DIN EN 11654

equi-
valent 
to     A*



THE PRODUCTS AT A GLANCE
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CURVES

TOWERS

Code Format Colour/Material Content

SB 400 1000 × 1400 × 50 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 401 1000 × 1400 × 50 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 410 1000 × 1800 × 50 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 411 1000 × 1800 × 50 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

Code Format Colour/Material Content

SB 600 450 × 1100 × 450 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 601 450 × 1100 × 450 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 610 450 × 1800 × 450 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 611 450 × 1800 × 450 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

WALLS Code Format Colour/Material Content

SB 500 1000 × 1500 × 60 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 501 1000 × 1500 × 60 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 510 1000 × 1800 × 60 mm dark grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

SB 511 1000 × 1800 × 60 mm light grey, fabric surface, polyester fleece 1 pc.

ACCESSORIES Code Format/Colour/Material Content

SB 700 Flipchart Hook 60 × 60 × 63 mm, transparent, acryl 2 pcs.

SB 710 Storage Box 220 × 300 × 60 mm, transparent, acryl 1 pc.

SB 720 Writing Board 300 × 600 × 60 mm, transparent/white, acryl 1 pc.

SIGEL SOUND ABSORBERS GUARANTEE HIGHEST LEVEL OF PRODUCT SAFETY

→ GS-approved product safety through TUEV SUED Product Service GmbH

→ TUEV-approved product features as defi ned by standards DIN EN 1023-1:1996,

 DIN EN1023-2:2001, DIN EN 1023-3:2001

→ High-quality, low-polluting materials, stable free-standing products, 

 secure hold on the wall

The accessories can be used with the acoustic boards, acoustic walls 
and acoustic tower (large format).

** Up to 10% more absorption than fl at absorbers.

Sound
absorber

A  D
B  E
C  F

DIN EN 11654

Class

B

Sound
absorber

A  D
B  E
C  F

DIN EN 11654

Class

B

Sound
absorber

A  D
B  E
C  F

DIN EN 11654

equi-
valent
to      A**



Plan your room acoustics with just a few simple mouse clicks using our 
new online tool. Thanks to the intuitive user interaction and easy-to-use 
planning and calculation aids, it takes no time at all to generate custom 
room acoustics for your offi ce. No technical knowledge is required: the 
know-how is integrated into the confi gurator.

www.sigel-acoustics.com
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YOUR ACOUSTIC 
CONFIGURATOR

Select the relevant 

room set-up

Generate an acoustic 

evaluation including 

costs (shopping list)

Determine the right sound 

absorbers and product 

requirements for this room

Our configurator provides you with planning 

sizes, tolerance ranges and room set-ups in three 

easy steps (based on relevant standards DIN 

18041, VDI 2569). 

Three steps



ROOMS WITH CHARACTER

With their modern design language, SIGEL acoustic 

solutions are accent pieces that add a contemporary 

touch to any offi ce.
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FJODOR M. DOSTOJEWSKI

YOUR ACOUSTIC 
CONFIGURATOR

FJODOR M. DOSTOJEWSKI

SILENCE 
IS A SOURCE 
OF GREAT
STRENGTH.
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A QUICK LESSON 
IN DECIBELS

SHHH! SOUND  
LEVELS DEFINED

REVERBERATION TIME

60 dB

T

Type of room Reverberation time

Church Maximum 1.7 seconds

Swimming pool Depending on size,  

approx. 0.8 to 1.2 seconds

Conference room Depending on size,  

approx. 0.8 to 1.2 seconds

Office Depending on size,  

approx. 0.5 to 0.8 seconds

Reverberation time is essentially made up of three factors: the 

volume of the room, the surfaces (walls, ceiling, floor) and the 

furnishings. It specifies how fast the sound pressure level sinks 

after a sound source has fallen silent. The decisive factor is the 

time needed for the sound level to decrease by 60 decibels. If 

the reverberation time is too long, this affects the room acous-

tics negatively; if it is too short, sounds become more precise, 

increasing the potential for distraction. It is therefore important 

to find the right balance.
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Quiet residential  

street at night



Sound absorption class Sound absorption  

coefficient ɑw *

Classification

A – extremely absorbent 0,90–1,00 ideal

B – highly absorbent 0,80–0,90 good

C – absorbent 0,65–0,80 average

D – absorbent 0,30–0,65 weak

E – low absorbency 0,15–0,30 insufficient

The sound absorption coefficient is the most significant parameter for the effec-

tiveness of acoustic products. “Absorption” describes the “soaking up” of sound: 

reverberation time can be shortened by using materials that are good at “muffling” 

noise. 

As a rule, our ears can hear 
frequencies from  
20 to 20,000 hertz.

WOMEN HEAR 
DIFFERENTLY
A wide range of studies have shown that women hear 

differently from men. However, these findings are open 

to different interpretations: while some researchers 

claim that men are better at filtering out sounds, others 

argue that women generally have a better comprehen-

sion of speech. What’s more, women’s hearing between 

the ages of 30 and 50 deteriorates significantly more 

slowly than men’s. The cause of this is thought to be 

female hormones, which are believed to protect the 

receptors in the ear.

Acoustic elements are designated as  

absorption class A, B, C, D or E follow- 

ing the procedure set down in standard 

DIN EN 11654, based on the sound ab-

sorption coefficient determined for each. 

Elements in classes A and B achieve the 

best acoustic effect. 

SOUND ABSORPTION 

Noise level, which generates a sound 

source in a room, is closely connected to 

reverberation time. The longer the rever-

beration time, the greater the noise level 

and the noisier the room.

NOISE LEVELSOUND ABSORPTION

EXPERT TIP
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The sound absorption in a room is of essential importance for 

low reverberation. In open-plan offices, a reverberation time 

of 0,5 to 0,8 seconds is recommended. Hard, rigid materials 

with smooth surfaces frequently have a low sound absorption 

coefficient. In the case of material with a soft or porous sur-

face, the sound absorption coefficient is significantly higher.

HUMANS CAN  
DISTINGUISH  
BETWEEN 

40 000 
SOUNDS



At a time when work environments are becoming highly digitalized, there is a growing 

desire for clarity in the workplace. With everyday life becoming more complex and 

less predictable, efficient work processes and smart product solutions are the key to 

success. 

At SIGEL, we stand for innovative, beautifully designed office products, bringing the 

experience and innovation of 70 years of successful business to our products. We  

enable you to work successfully. At the same time, we always cater for the human  

factor, and always will. After all, it is people that make the difference – especially in  

an increasingly digital world.

SIGEL products and solutions increase motivation and creativity through workplaces 

that are designed to be inspirational. Our extensive, multiple-award-winning, innova- 

tive range of high-quality office products is geared towards the demands of the modern 

working world. Along with our range of smart digital solutions, we enable “New Work”: 

contemporary working worlds for motivated employees.

SIGEL.
WORK INSPIRED
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SIMPLIFYING AND ACCELERATING UP WORK PROCESSES

Standard work processes are an integral part of the working day. 

They should be carried out with transparency yet be as simple 

as possible. Our innovative digital print service solutions, along 

with tried-and-tested SIGEL products such as our form books, 

printer papers, information systems and labels, ensure greater 

efficiency when completing everyday tasks.

SUPPORTING MODERN WORKING METHODS AND  

DEVELOPING THEM FURTHER

Forward-looking, conceptual tasks demand contemporary tools 

that improve interactions between people and help to record, 

visualise and share ideas. These tools include our large-surface 

Artverum magnetic glass boards, the Meet up agile boards, and 

a wide range of notebooks and planners.

CREATING WORKING ENVIRONMENTS THAT ARE MORE 

FUNCTIONAL AND INSPIRING

Stylish solutions for improved workplace organisation and 

intelligent solutions for professional spaces are a good basis for 

more motivation. These solutions include products for organi-

sing the workplace, such as desk accessories, designer pieces 

for the office environment or our new Sound Balance acoustic 

solutions.

INSPIRED BY THE 
FUTURE

WORK:FLOW

WORK:MODE

WORK:SPACE

The expertise and innovative power of the SIGEL 
brand are expressed in three sectors:

INSPIRED BY THE FUTURE      23



SIGEL GmbH

Bäumenheimer Str. 10

86690 Mertingen

Germany

phone +49 90 78 81-0

info@sigel.de

www.sigel-office.com

sigel-office.com
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